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The Rural Community College Initiative

The Rural Community College Initiative (RCCI) is a national project that supports

community colleges in distressed rural areas in moving their people and communities

toward prosperity. The RCCI's dual goals are increasing access to education and develop-

ing regional economies both equipping people for productive, rewarding work and

increasing the region's capacity to provide that work. These goals are achieved through

a team-based, long-term strategic planning and implementation process; leadership

development; skills development; peer learning and networking; and exposure to

innovative and effective strategies for educational access and economic development.

RCCI began in 1994, when The Ford Foundation invited nine community and tribal

colleges to engage in this unique approach to community development. In 1997, a

second round of 15 colleges joined RCCI. The demonstration phase of the Initiative

lasted from 1994 through 2001 and is the subject of this report. The demonstration was

a partnership among the 24 participating community colleges; The Ford Foundation;

the American Association of Community Colleges; and MDC Inc., a nonprofit

organization that conducts research and manages demonstration projects in economic

and workforce development. In 2002, RCCI began a new phase, directed by the

Southern Rural Development Center and the North Central Regional Center for

Rural Development.

MDC Inc.

The mission of MDC is to advance the South through strategies that expand

opportunity, reduce poverty, and build inclusive communities. The organization

furthers its mission by analyzing economic, workforce, and demographic trends to

identify challenges that impede progress for the region and its people. To address those

challenges, MDC works from multiple angles, including: developing responsive public

policies; demonstrating effective programs; building institutional and community

capacity for progress; and informing the public dialogue on development issues.

Established in 1967 to help North Carolina make the transition from an agricultural

to an industrial economy and from a segregated to an integrated workforce, MDC

has spent the last 36 years publishing research and developing policies and programs

to strengthen the workforce, foster economic development, and remove the barriers

between people and jobs. MDC now works to facilitate the South's transition to a

high-performing, multiracial society where economic, workforce, and community

development work for all people and communities.

MDC is a private, nonprofit supported with grants and contracts from foundations;

federal, state, and local governments; and the private sector.

MDC Inc.

P.O. Box 17268

Chapel Hill, NC 27516-7268

Telephone: (919) 968-4531

Fax: (919) 929-8557

www.mdcinc.org
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INTRODUCTION
This is a story of community renewal.

From 1994 through 2001, 24 sites across America

tested a new concept in rural development. The Rural

Community College Initiative (RCCI) demonstration

supported college/community teams in economically

distressed areas as they worked to move their people

and communities toward prosperity. RCCI's twin goals

were equipping people for productive, rewarding work

and increasing the region's capacity to provide that

work through sustainable economic development.

RCCI began in 1994, when The Ford Foundation

invited nine community and tribal colleges to engage in

this unique approach to community development. In

1997, a second round of 15 colleges joined RCCI. The

demonstration phase of the Initiative was a partnership

among the 24 participating community colleges, The

Ford Foundation, and the American Association of

Community Colleges, with management and technical

assistance provided by MDC Inc., a nonprofit organi-

zation that focuses on expanding opportunity, reducing

poverty, and building inclusive communities.

The roots of RCCI go back long before 1994 at MDC

and The Ford Foundation. As early as 1989, the organ-

izations were brainstorming new approaches to rural

development together. Staff at MDC and the Foundation

brought similar values and beliefs about development to

these conversations, which shaped the Initiative's focus

and goals. MDC, as the managing partner of RCCI,

developed the planning and community engagement

process that the 24 sites would use in their work. That

process reflected MDC's principles for community

change, which had evolved over a decade of rural

development work:

When the goal is significant reform, change must

occur at multiple levels:

Individual;

Interpersonal;

Organizational;

Community; and

See Building Community by Design, MDC Inc., 2002.

Systems and policy.

People-in-relationship, not individual crusaders, are

the lifeblood of sustainable change.

Communities, institutions, and their citizens are best

defined by their assets, strengths, and creative imagi-

nation, not their deficiencies and shortcomings.

Change is a verb, not a noun. It cannot be delivered

overnight.'

In much of rural America, education levels are low.

Many young people drop out of school; others leave

home after high school or college for lack of job oppor-

tunities. Communities often struggle to combat the

sense of powerlessness that comes from absentee owner-

ship of land and resources, a one-industry economy, or

high dependence on government programs and transfer

payments. And many places are divided by conflicts

between racial or ethnic groups, between rich and poor,

or between natives and newcomers.

MDC put together a framework for RCCI that allowed

the flexibility necessary to address local problems and

utilize local assets. This framework reflected our view of

what needed to be worked on developing peo-

ple's education and skills, expanding opportunities to

earn a livelihood, and building the community's

capacity to solve problems;

who needed to be doing the work an inclusive

team that represented the community's diversity; and

how the work needed to be done values-driven

visioning; data-based strategic planning and imple-

mentation; leadership development; peer learning

and networking; and exposure to innovative and

effective strategies.

The "what" of the work the goals of increasing

access to education while developing the regional econ-

omy reflected MDC's view that rural revitalization

requires a comprehensive approach. Communities must

understand the trends that present opportunities and

Lessons from the Rural Community College Initiative
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Summary of the RCCI Process

Each RCCI site had a team led by the college and including community

members representing partner organizations, local government, local

businesses, and citizens. The team created a vision for the community's

future and then developed a strategic plan to achieve that vision based

on data and self-assessment. The team spearheaded community efforts to

implement the plan, tracked progress, and adapted strategies as changing

circumstances necessitated.

Throughout the Initiative, leadership institutes and other activities gave team

members opportunities to increase their knowledge, skills, and commitment.

They deepened their understanding of economic development and educa-

tional access; learned about relevant strategies; visited successful programs;

attended workshops on a variety of subjects from working with public

schools to fundraising to organizing an economic summit. They shared

their strategies, challenges, and triumphs at conferences and participated in

a national network of practitioners committed to similar goals. Each site

had a "coach," who helped the team remain true to its values and connected

the team to ideas and people, including a pool of technical advisors.

threats to their progress. To build prosperity, economi-

cally distressed communities must address both the

demand and supply sides of the workforce equation.

If a community with a weak economy focuses just on

developing its workforce, it only opens wider the door

to out-migration. But if it ignores workforce education

and concentrates only on attracting new businesses and

industry, it is unlikely to achieve higher wages or signif-

icant improvements in economic opportunity.

The "who" of the work a local team reflected

MDC's understanding that community renewal

requires a serious, long-term commitment. Because

distressed rural communities face unique challenges

and have unique assets, RCCI emphasized building the

capacity of a community leadership team to understand

and tackle local problems.

The "how" of the work the process revolved

around a set of core values emphasizing equity, com-

munity assets, and high expectations. It respected local

culture, encouraged local solutions to local problems,

and fostered a safe space for residents to begin a dia-

logue to overcome long-standing divisions and miscon-

ceptions. It offered community leaders access to model

programs and technical assistance providers.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 8

Community colleges were tapped to lead RCCI's com-

munity development work because of their capacity

and mandate to be involved in both place-based eco-

nomic development and people-based education and

training strategies. As "common ground" institutions,

respected by the public, private, and nonprofit sectors,

community colleges can be a safe, neutral meeting

place for forging collaborative approaches to communi-

ty development. More than most organizations, they

are highly regarded by people of all social classes and

they have the stature, stability, and flexibility to provide

leadership for regional development. In many rural

communities, community colleges are the only institu-

tions with a broad community-service mission and a

stable stream of public funding.

RCCI's focus on developing solutions from within

yielded a rich variety of strategies among the 24 sites,

which included the nation's most impoverished rural

areas from the deep South to Appalachia, the

Southwestern deserts, and Indian reservations of the

Northern Plains. Sites entered RCCI with varying

levels of readiness and diverse community challenges.

Each site articulated its own vision and designed appro-

priate projects to achieve it. Some sites focused their

work internally on the college, strengthening the insti-

tution and expanding its programs and services, while

others focused externally on goals for community

change. As the managing partner, MDC endeavored to

maintain a learning environment for the Initiative that

encouraged risk-taking and celebrated innovation

regardless of what path each site chose.

Many lessons have emerged from the complex work

that teams and communities undertook in the Rural

Community College Initiative. As they developed and

fine-tuned specific strategies, RCCI sites produced a

wealth of experience about revitalizing rural communi-

ties, including lessons about:

Locally driven development;

Catalyzing change;

Equity and power;

Increasing community capacity; and

Getting to innovation.

While the change efforts in RCCI sites were led by

college/community teams, the majority of the lessons

learned can inform any community-change effort in

rural America.

Revitalizing Rural Communities



LOCALLY DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

While it may seem simplistic, it's true: "When you've seen one rural com-

munity you've seen one rural community." Because every community has

its own particular context, challenges, and assets, a cookie-cutter approach to

development applying a standard set of solutions everywhere does not

work in rural America. Consequently, RCCI helped each community develop

a clear picture of its situation and generate appropriate, place-based strategies

for improving its prospects.

As much as communities might wish for simple "silver bullet" solutions to

their challenges, there is no such thing. The work of inventing and imple-

menting place-based solutions is not easy, but in our experience it is the only

effective, sustainable approach to rural renewal. Furthermore, as economic and

demographic shifts occur faster and faster across the country, the ability to

identify opportunities, solve problems, and adapt to change becomes ever

more important for community prosperity.

For revitalization efforts to be successful,
leaders must have a deep understanding of their community.

Understanding the context of one's community its

history and current situation in relation to regional,

state, and global forces is essential for success in

community development. Important context-related

factors include:

Assets

Different communities have different resources upon

which to build economic vitality, and local leaders

must comprehend their community's assets as a first

step toward building prosperity. It is worth looking

beyond the assets that are obvious or readily accessible.

Sometimes, creative approaches can even convert

perceived problems into assets. For example, few in

Appalachia would identify abandoned coal mines as

community assets, but Southeast Community College's

RCCI team in Cumberland, KY, tapped cold water

runoff from an abandoned mine to provide a constant

supply of 54 degree-cooled water for a demonstration

fish farm.

Some potential assets are controversial and require

sensitive deployment as the basis for an economic

development initiative. For instance, the Sitting Bull

College team on the Standing Rock Reservation in the

Dakotas believed the tribe's history and culture could

generate tourism opportunities connected with the

multiyear Lewis and Clark Centennial celebration.

Some tribal members were concerned about the poten-

tially negative impact of increased tourism. The RCCI

team responded by designing a tour that would honor

Lessons from the Rural Community College Initiative 3
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the Hunk Papa Sioux history and culture, while steer-

ing visitors to parts of the reservation that the tribe

was willing to open to tourism and development.

Economy

Though all RCCI communities faced some degree of

economic distress, their situations varied widely and

their leaders had to respond in kind. Some places like

Pablo, MT, had high poverty among native populations

juxtaposed with a booming tourism industry. Salish
Kootenai College responded by creating a tribal busi-

ness assistance center to help more Indians participate

in the region's prosperity. In its first five years, the

center served 700 clients, who started more than 150

businesses and expanded another 200 enterprises.

Other RCCI sites had dwindling populations and

declining economies based on low-skill manufacturing

or extractive industries. To overcome huge job losses

from closed textile mills, Alabama Southern Community

College strengthened its partnerships with the region's

chemical, paper, and forestry industries to upgrade

technical training and provide scholarships and

internships to college students.

The communities that had the most difficulty conceiv-

ing strategies for economic development were those

that were geographically isolated with sparse popula-

tions and poor infrastructure, including Indian reser-

vations in Montana and the Dakotas. Despite such

challenges, even the most economically distressed

communities in RCCI made visible progress in

enlivening the economic prospects of their people.

Sitting Bull College developed its construction trades

curriculum and started its own construction company

to provide transitional employment for graduates and

2 See Building Blocks of Community Development, MDC Inc., 2001.

much-needed services to the community. Fort Belknap

College created a small business development center

that enabled entrepreneurism and increased business

ownership and employment. Blackfeet Community
College developed an Indian Chamber of Commerce

that strengthened business networking and

development.

Building and sustaining a healthy economy requires

attention to multiple components. Landing a new

factory may provide some good-paying jobs, but

seldom will it single-handedly revive the economic

base of a hard-pressed community. Building a solid

foundation for economic development is essential for

creating long-term economic opportunity. That foun-

dation includes infrastructure, civic capacity and

leadership, social supports, access to education and

skills training, support for business development,

and cultural and environmental stewardship.'

Power and equity

The more divided a community is along lines of class

and race, the more difficult it is to start and sustain a
collaborative, comprehensive development effort. In

MDC's experience, progress that benefits all people

is unlikely when decision-making and assets are con-

trolled by just a few. Communities seeking equitable,

sustainable progress must eventually address their race

and class divides. Leaders must summon the courage

to examine who holds power in their community, who

is left out, and the implications of maintaining or
challenging the status quo. As the demonstration

unfolded, it became clear that leaders must be aware

of power relationships in their communities and be

prepared to address inequities to create an environ-

ment where change is sustainable.

4 Revitalizing Rural Communities
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Research and planning take time, but they are essential
to address the root causes of a community's challenges.

Community leaders tend to be people who favor

action over contemplation. When MDC introduced
a college/community strategic planning process as the

first step of RCCI, some teams said, "We've already

planned to death. It's time to do something." But they

came to recognize that a process for

gaining and applying knowledge

not only before the work begins,

but over the long haul is funda-

mental to the success of rural com-

munity development efforts.

Powerful development requires

thoughtful planning, research, and

creative invention. For the RCCI

demonstration, MDC adapted our

strategic planning process, Moving

from Vision to Action, to focus on

rural development and education

issues. In the first step of the plan-

ning process, the team gathers and

analyzes data to reach consensus on

the current state of education and

the economy in their community

and to determine priorities for

change. Later when the team is considering specific

actions, Moving from Vision to Action provides a tem-

plate for researching each potential strategy to better

understand what it entails and whether it is the best

way for the team to achieve its goals. (See Figure 1,

"A Summary of Moving from Vision to Action.")

MISTAKES
to avoid...

Developing strategies doesn't

necessarily mean creating new

programs. Analyze the problems

you want to tackle and consider

what kind of response will have

the most leverage. If the root of

the problem is an information

gap, a public information cam-

paign may be the best response.

If the problem has its root in

dysfunctional public policy, you

may need to mobilize support to

change the policy.

Like many rural communities, most RCCI sites were

isolated from fresh ideas and new thinking in rural

development. To compensate, the RCCI process con-

centrated on connecting our sites to smart people and

wise strategies for community renewal from around

the country. The program encouraged sites to cultivate

the habit of active curiosity, searching out peers who

had made headway on similar challenges, even if they

happened to be in unlikely places: an educational

access program in Newark, NJ; an urban development

program in Chattanooga, TN; and a business develop-

ment program on an American Indian reservation in

Mississippi proved to be rich sources of inspiration for

participants. In addition to encouraging communities

to cast a wide net for fresh ideas, the RCCI warned

sites against wholesale replication, instead encouraging

sites to tailor strategies to their local situation.

During the planning process, teams needed to ascer-

tain which challenges they could address on their own

and which might necessitate outside help. The RCCI

demonstration sites had access both to coaches and

technical experts. MDC also organized annual gather-

ings that contributed to team learning by tapping the

expertise of the 24 sites and national resource people.

This structure and process for gaining and applying

knowledge helped teams better understand their chal-

lenges and their options, making their road to change

more direct than it would have been otherwise.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The complex challenges in distressed rural communities
require an equally complex and comprehensive response.

At the start of RCCI, teams set their sights on initiat-

ing successful projects. But ultimately, many teams

recognized that significant change would require more

than a discrete project or even a dozen discrete projects.

To get closer to the roots of community problems,

some teams began organizing their communities to

bring about deeper change.

At many sites, the Moving from Vision to Action

strategic planning process functioned as a community-

organizing vehicle. By involving more than just the

"usual suspects" in the dialogue about the region's

future, teams used the process to rally the broader

Figure I A Summary of Moving from Vision to Action

STEP PURPOSE

I. Collect and Analyze Understand the current

Data situation.

2. Describe the Current

Situation

3. Create a Vision

4. Set Goals

5. Develop Strategies

Prioritize key issues/

challenges.

Depict the ideal future.

Define the ideal future

situation.

Determine programmatic

actions that will produce

the desired future.

6. Analyze Stakeholders' Determine who needs to

Influence be involved.

1. Plan for Funding

and Sustainability

8. Plan for Action

9. Plan an Evaluation

Set out ideas for how

to ensure long-term

sustainability.

Define implementation

responsibilities.

KEY QUESTION

Where are our strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, and threats?

What strengths and opportunities

should we build on? What weaknesses

and threats must we overcome?

What should be the results of our

efforts?

What specific outcomes do we want

to achieve?

What approach will we take to

reach those outcomes?

What political/institutional factors

should we consider?

How will we pay for our

strategies short-term

and long-term?

Who will do what, when?

Define benchmarks to How will we know when we have

measure progress and an achieved our goals?

approach to measurement

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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community around a common vision. In many RCCI

communities, this approach contrasted sharply with

traditional practice, in which a small nucleus of pow-

erful people directed or stifled all efforts at

change.

Fort Peck Community College, a tribal college in

Montana, turned to the community elders, most of
whom were women, for advice on directions to take

with RCCI. The elders' concerns about dysfunctions
in family units caused the college to see more clearly

the link between the success of families, individual

students, and ultimately the economic success of the

reservation. The college changed its philosophy, placing

new emphasis on serving families. It sponsored or

helped initiate a rich array of family-centered programs

on the reservation, including: native language

preschools; family literacy programs; and a wellness

center with health screening services, nutritional

counseling, and fitness programs.

A key to success in RCCI communities was visionary

leadership, which came from any of several quarters

within the team the college president, the team

leader, or a team member. Effective leaders embraced

the imperative for change and transformation, had

credibility in the larger community, were personally

committed and willing to take risks, and were willing

and able to invest their time. This type of leadership

helped convince others that change was possible, and

it motivated people to work together over the long

haul.

The MathFirst Initiative in Meridian, MS, cast a wide

net to include over 150 community members on an
expanded RCCI team. To build a diverse team, leaders

at the college recruited team members with many

different points of view, connections, and areas of

knowledge. This mix helped team members gain

awareness and understanding of conflicting views in

the community. Over time, the team built unity

around common values and led ambitious efforts to

improve education in Meridian for people of all ages,

from preschool through adult.

Revitalizing Rural Communities



CATALYZING CHANGE

Communities, institutions, systems, and people are naturally resistant to

change. And in the face of overwhelming and entrenched problems such as an

eroding economy or lagging education rates, natural resistance often mingles

with resignation to make change seem impossible. Stuck communities need a

catalyst a motivating force that mobilizes people to hope and action. Many

RCCI teams were able to play that role.

Catalyzing community-wide change requires time, effort, and navigation

around numerous obstacles. Many factors can stall a team during planning

and implementation. Members' interest may wane, and other priorities may

compete for their time. Viewpoints on what to do and how to proceed can

diverge and cause friction within the leadership team. The RCCI experience

offers a number of lessons for increasing the chance of turning the catalyst's

spark into a flame of change.

Communities make more progress
when their leaders are pulling in the same direction.

To move a community forward, it is important to

build "alignment" to develop a shared understand-

ing of the current situation and a shared vision for the

future across a broad spectrum of community leaders.

Communities where members pull in the same direc-

tion are more likely to see progress than communities

where organizations and factions work at competing

priorities. It is essential to include diverse viewpoints

in a community-change effort, but the more stake-

holders involved, the harder it can be to achieve align-

ment especially when various interests fail to share

common visions and assumptions about the future.

This is where identifying shared values has great power.

While people may disagree on how best to educate our

children, they will agree that all children deserve a

good education. The technique used by professional

mediators focusing on why people want something

Lessons from the Rural Community College
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to happen instead of specifically what they want to

happen can open up opportunities for alignment

and enable communities to build consensus on difficult

issues. MDC's Moving from Vision to Action process

urges teams to discuss their shared values before devel-

oping a vision of the future, to help them stay focused

on what really matters to their community and what

they most want for their families and neighbors. When

RCCI teams grounded their work in commonly held

values, they had a sustaining base to return to when
setbacks occurred or disagreements popped up. Tribal

colleges, whose core missions are deeply rooted in their

tribes' values, often excelled at this step of the planning

process.

To agree on values, vision, and strategies for action,

team members need a common understanding of terms.

Reaching agreement on the meaning of concepts can

Initiative 7



be an important early step for a team, especially if

members represent different cultures. For example, the

term "economic development" was problematic in

some RCCI Indian communities in part because it

implied individual gain, which was at odds with tradi-

tional values of generosity and shared wealth. RCCI

coaches helped tribal college teams define economic

development in ways that had positive meaning in

their culture. Sinte Gleska University's team found it

helpful to discuss the concepts of prosperity and

wealth in their native language to develop a shared

vision for individual and collective opportunity.

Self-understanding is essential for effective leaders,
and interpersonal relationships are essential for community change.

Community problem-solving requires a twin focus on

content ("How do we want things to be different in

the future? What do we want to be? What program

strategies will lead us to our vision?") and process

("How should we organize our work? How can we sus-

tain our momentum? Who is missing from our delib-

erations?"). Part of MDC's work in

RCCI involved helping team mem-

bers become more effective problem-

solvers for their institutions and

communities by mastering new

content and collaborative process.

MISTAKES
to avoid...

Don't skip the important work

of relationship-building among

team members. Living in the

same town for 20 years and

knowing each other's names

doesn't mean people know each

other. Trust and commitment

must be cultivated to enable the

team to tackle complex chal-

lenges and stick together over

the long haul.

Ronald Heifetz defines two different

kinds of leadership challenges.

"Technical challenges" call for lead-

ers to apply their current knowledge,

skills, and tools to address routine

or familiar obstacles. "Adaptive

challenges" require leaders to help

others clarify their values and re-

calibrate their expectations, attitudes,

and behaviors to succeed against

unconventional problems. Adaptive

leadership is needed to tackle unprecedented or unfa-

miliar challenges, and it requires leaders who have

knowledge and competencies at five levels:

1. Individual: People must recognize that as individu-

als, they, too, are part of the system to be changed.

To become effective leaders, they must seek greater

self-understanding and be open to personal change.

2. Interpersonal: New relationships must be built

across old fault lines, and people must learn to

8 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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work together in a consensus-based process.

3. Organizational: Community-change work must
be grounded in an organizational home. That may

mean tapping into an existing organization's agenda

or creating a new organization to do the work.

Local leaders may need new skills and resources

to build and sustain strong local organizations.

4. Community: Community change is complex, and
many skills from partnering to public relations

are required to conceive and implement new ideas.

5. Systemic/policy: Substantive community change

must go beyond new programs or projects. It often

requires changing public and private systems that

determine the direction of and support for commu-

nity development efforts.

While MDC emphasized levels two through four in

the RCCI demonstration, we have come to understand

that the individual level and the systemic/policy level

are equally important in community-change initiatives.

Local change agents need to be clear about their per-

sonal values and perspectives, because we all carry

views that affect the work we attempt. It is critical for

leaders to examine their assumptions about the com-

munity, its people, and how change occurs. This inner

work, coupled with interpersonal (or "relational")

work, is what drives an effective community-change

process. Too often, however, people overlook reflection

and relationship-building in their haste to get to action.

Leaders must also be aware of the systems and public

policies that affect their work, as they can mean the

difference in sustaining local efforts long term. This

Revitalizing Rural Communities



fifth level of change can also create conditions to

support changes on a larger scale, for example, through

state or federal policies. Some RCCI sites were able to

make systemic or policy changes within their colleges;

others tackled the more difficult challenge of changing

external policies.

Meridian's MathFirst coalition, for example, brought

about policy changes in the public schools. Because of

their joint participation on the MathFirst/RCCI team,

Keep hope alive.

RtCI

officials from the city and county school districts began

sharing data with each other, RCCI team members,

and the public. MathFirst's focus on the importance of

early childhood learning led to the allocation of some

Title I dollars to preschool programs operated outside

the school system. And as a result of new attitudes

toward working in partnership with the community,

the Meridian schools began allowing parents to help

select principals.

Richard Bach once wrote, "Argue for your limitations,

and sure enough, they're yours." Communities that

believe they cannot change things for the better proba-

bly can't, because people will only act within their self-

imposed limitations. Unfortunately, decades of limited

opportunities and isolation have left many rural com-

munities feeling that progress is impossible. They have

lost hope for a better future.

RCCI helped invigorate hope for team members by

showing that improvement is possible and providing

moral support, motivation, and energy. The Initiative

used a variety of strategies, including a peer-learning

network, workshops and learning events, speakers from

communities that had overcome similar challenges,

and site visits to see revitalized communities or effective

projects firsthand. For team members who doubted

they could bring about progress or who had a limited

vision of what was possible, RCCI provided a "conver-

sion" experience, opening their minds and hearts to all

their communities could be. Not atypical was a com-

ment by a team member from a small coastal commu-

nity in South Carolina who after spending several days

in the bustling city of Laredo, TX, said, "I didn't think

I was going to learn much from coming to Laredo, but

I was wrong. There isn't 10 cents worth of difference

between our community's problems and Laredo's."

Teams whose members truly believed their communi-

ties should and could change for the better stuck with

the work over the long haul, through the inevitable

ups and downs. These teams made progress faster than

those with less committed members because the work

had momentum and the teams had stable membership.

For these teams, setbacks engendered greater resolve

instead of resignation to failure. The RCCI team at

Sitting Bull College, for example, endured enormous

pressure and confrontation from factions on the reser-

vation when the team took leadership in planning the

allocation of millions of dollars in federal trust funds

owed to the tribe. The resolve of the members of the
core planning team eventually resulted in a plan that

satisfied the majority of the tribe. But it would have

been easy for the team to quit any number of times
when they were challenged vigorously in public

community meetings.

Lessons from the Rural Community College Initiative 9
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EQUITY AND POWER

Economic justice requires attention to equity. In many communities, eco-

nomic and political power are closely held by just a few people. In some rural,

economically distressed communities, the same families have held power for

generations. Family name, skin color, street address, and whether you were

born and raised locally can be the basis for opportunity or its denial. Whether

the haves and have-nots are separated by race, class, or language, these divisions

limit the prospects of the community itself.

Equitable progress is only possible when all elements of the community are

represented in the planning and development effort. Yet a seat at the table

is not enough silent interests must be encouraged to have a voice and to

participate fully in the work. A team can effect many improvements without

challenging the local power structure, but in deeply divided communities it is

unlikely significant change will occur without a degree of "rocking the boat."

RCCI was designed with core values of inclusion, equity, and excellence in

part to address issues of social justice and power. RCCI teams were encouraged

to set high expectations for the community and strive for excellent outcomes

for all people. While RCCI put equity front and center in the design and

implementation of the work, it did not attempt a full assault on race and class

divisions. As a result, MDC learned valuable lessons from what we did as well

as what we did not attempt. We continue to explore the most effective ways to

address these thorny challenges.

To achieve equity in some communities, the power structure must change.

Attempting to make a community more inclusive and
equitable, like attempting to change a person's world

view, is extremely difficult, long-term, and potentially

explosive work. For a public institution, it can be

especially precarious.

RCCI teams used a variety of methods to change the

makeup and behavior of the community power struc-

ture. They demonstrated that these methods many

of which are familiar to community organizers

could be effective in rural, distressed communities:

Organize the public to raise its voice and be heard
by the political establishment. In Carlsbad, NM,
the RCCI team invited the entire community into

its planning process, meeting with dozens of groups

to find out what they thought needed to change.

The team invited residents of all ages to participate

10 Revitalizing Rural Communities
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in "Community Day" a people's economic sum-

mit where they voted for priorities among 250 -

plus ideas for community improvements. Ten per-

cent of Carlsbad's population participated, and the

high level of engagement garnered the attention of

the community's elected leaders and jostled conven-

tional thinking about Carlsbad's economic destiny.

Build a widening circle of powerful allies.

Southeast Community College in Cumberland, KY,

was deliberate in building a circle of allies who ulti-

mately introduced progressive ideas into several local

institutions. For example, one of the team's goals

was to increase financial capital and support services

for small businesses. A banker on the RCCI team

used personal connections to educate other area

bankers about the need for small business lending

and innovative models for loan programs. The result

was creation of a multibank loan fund for new and

expanding small businesses. The team also organized

a trip for high-ranking community officials to visit a

successful economic development program in another

state, an experience that opened their eyes to

innovative approaches to development.

Get allies into positions of power through elections

or appointment. Coahoma (MS) Community
College's team gained a sympathetic ally in the state

capital when their team leader was elected to the

state legislature. Several team members assisted his

campaign, and they ended up with a staunch ally

working on behalf of their community and advocat-

ing for state support for education and community

development.

Create community leadership development pro-

grams to change the power structure over time.

Meridian Community College created Leadership

Lauderdale, a yearlong leadership development

program designed to bring fresh ideas and new voices

to the community's leadership pool. The program

nurtures potential leaders from groups that were

underrepresented in leadership positions, including

African Americans, young adults, and women.

17
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Participants study leadership development theories,

learn how to lead collaborative strategic planning,

analyze economic and social problems, and develop

projects that give them firsthand experience with

community change. In designing Leadership

Lauderdale, local leaders adopted RCCI's philosophy

regarding equity, high expectations, and building on

community assets.

Seek out and provide moral and technical support
to community leaders who are sympathetic to the
team's goals. This can enable those in power to take

greater risks in advocating for community change.

Danville (VA) Community College introduced a

progressive economic development consultant

(whom it had met through RCCI) to civic leaders,

who then hired the consultant to guide the planning
work of a nascent economic development council.

The resulting plan was in line with Danville's RCCI

goals and unlike anything the community's tradi-
tional economic developers had attempted before. It

also enabled Danville and Pittsylvania County, VA,

to successfully draw down significant investment for

education and development from Virginia's tobacco

settlement fund.

Focus on common interests. In their assessment

of the current situation, the RCCI team at the

University of New Mexico-Gallup observed that

their community had numerous organizations and

government agencies with overlapping missions,

competing for dwindling resources. The team spear-

headed the formation of the McKinley Development

Foundation to serve as the major fundraiser for

economic development in the region. With Indian

tribes, city and county government, school districts,

and hospitals represented on its board, the

Foundation soon secured a $300,000 grant from the

Qwest Foundation to provide high-speed Internet

services to the whole community. Another grant for

distance learning and telemedicine enabled rural

communities to access quality health care and

education without having to travel long distances.

Lessons from the Rural Community College Initiative I I
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Working through a mainstream institution like a community college
has pros and cons when it comes to challenging the status quo.

,\N\

MISTAKES
to avoid...

Community colleges are a good choice to lead rural

development work for several reasons: in many rural

areas, they are one of the few large institutions that

exist; they are respected, relatively stable organizations

with a predictable funding stream; and they are neutral

ground where a wide spectrum of community members

can feel comfortable, provided that the college makes

an effort both to understand and
represent the community's diversity.

However, the college's relationship

to the local power structure can

either hinder or help the team's

ability to bring about change in

the community.

Colleges and other mainstream

institutions that are a part of the

community power structure have

credibility within that structure.

They can legitimize a change effort

and bring mainstream civic leaders

to the table. For instance, the col-

lege president may be a member of

the local economic development

board; a mayor or local bank

president may be willing to join

a college/community team.

However, being part of the local establishment can also

limit the ability of the college and the team to chal-

lenge the status quo. A step in the wrong direction

may create political fallout, damaging the college's

reputation and blocking further work by the team.

Many community colleges are governed by local

boards that represent vested local interests, and few

Don't think that lust because a

coordinating institution is well-

respected, it is equipped to

bridge the divides of race and

class. While addressing these

sensitive issues may be necessary

to bring about significant change,

it is a high-risk proposition that

requires great skill. It might

require collaborating with an

organization that has more expe-

rience in this area or enlisting

the aid of an outside expert.
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institutions are willing to challenge the people who

hold their purse strings.

For colleges or other institutions that lack connections

to the community power structure, the first step to

taking a leadership role in the public arena is establish-

ing credibility. This takes time. The president, faculty,

and staff may need to become more active in civic

affairs and the college may need to invite the commu-

nity to be involved in decisions about the college

what is taught and how, and when and where services

are offered. Before such an institution can take on a

broader role in community change, it must educate

the established leaders about its work, demonstrate

the value it can add to community problem-solving,

engage allies and supporters. In this way, it can begin

to build the trusting relationships and credibility that

will allow it to grow into a community leadership role.

When Southwest Texas Junior College joined RCCI, it

was primarily an academic institution where students

completed the first two years of a four-year college

degree. It did not view itself, and was not viewed by

others, as an active player in regional economic devel-

opment. Through RCCI and the influence of team

members representing business, government, and non-

profit organizations, the college became more engaged

with the community. The college president encouraged

faculty and staff to participate in civic organizations,

and he joined several community boards. Gradually,

the college's capacity and image changed, and eventu-

ally it took a leadership role in regional economic

development, helping its region win federal designa-

tion first as an Enterprise Community and then an
Empowerment Zone.

Revitalizing Rural Communities



Conversations about race and class are tough to get started,
but they aren't impossible.

\

It is impossible to address race and class divides

without talking about them. And for many people,

participating in such a conversation is extremely

uncomfortable. People with race or class privilege may

fear being branded racist or elitist regardless of the

beliefs they hold and how they

behave. Minority and low-income

people may fear sharing their expe-

riences and opinions will lead to

retribution or reprisals.

Using data to take an objective

look at the community allows

people to enter the conversation

without immediately raising their

defenses. The RCCI's community-

visioning process began by creating

M I S T A K E S
to avoid...

A group leader should never

spring a surprise conversation

about prejudice on the team.

Even if you think the group has

the trusting relationships neces-

sary to have such a conversation,

advance notice is essential.

People need time to prepare

themselves for participating

openly and honestly; otherwise

they can feel ambushed and

threatened.

a data-based picture of the community's current situa-

tion. The analysis focused the conversation on com-

munity challenges, not individuals' challenges, but it

helped to uncover practices and beliefs that were clos-

ing off opportunities to segments of the population.

This disciplined process of analysis and team discussion

helped team members see their community from new

perspectives.

Another approach RCCI took was to expose team

members to other cultures and communities through

learning institutes and site visits. Learning about the

plight of poor people in other communities, combined

with RCCI's values of equity, inclusion, and excellence,

provided RCCI participants with a broader and deeper

understanding of economic and social justice.
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INCREASING COMMUNITY CAPACITY

To be successful at economic and community development, a community

needs people committed to work for the community's well-being. They must

have the skills and resources for identifying and solving problems and acting

on new opportunities. The RCCI was designed to build this type of commu-

nity capacity by developing a leadership team and building institutional rela-

tionships between the college and other allies that could work for community

change over the long term.

While the demonstration focused on inventing and implementing effective

education and development strategies, the RCCI encouraged sites to practice

and master skills that will help them address nearly any future challenge.

Reflective learning, leadership development, and collaborative ways of working

each contributed to the growth of that capacity.

Teams need to take time to reflect on their work.

When a community leadership team functions as

a "learning community" a group of people who

consciously seek out new ideas and regularly push

themselves to learn from their mistakes the result

is increased "knowledge capital" for community

development. The RCCI had two levels of learning

communities: individual teams, and the greater

collective of participants from across the country.

At the team level, RCCI coaches periodically facilitated

meetings to help teams reflect on progress toward their

goals and obstacles impeding their progress. They also

discussed issues of team dynamics how well is the

team functioning; how can its internal workings be

improved? When this reflection and reevaluation was

20

effective, it improved teams' understanding of their

work and how to do it better, and led to greater

outcomes.

Team members cited learning and reflection opportu-

nities with their peers from other communities as one

of the most valued aspects of the Initiative. Cross-

cultural learning opportunities were particularly

valuable, as geographic and cultural diversity allowed

teams to gain insight on their communities by seeing

them through a different lens. In structured dialogues,

teams discussed their goals, successes, and challenges

with each other and got feedback and advice from

their peers. This often provided fresh perspectives on

old problems and new ideas about approaches to try.

Revitalizing Rural Communities
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The pool of potential leaders in every community
is wider and deeper than it seems.

RCCI's practice of using diverse teams to plan, imple-

ment, and oversee new strategies created opportunities

for many natural leaders to emerge at the college and

in the community. New leaders were groomed, in part,

by having someone other than the college president

serve as team leader. Some teams created working

committees that expanded opportunities for college

and community representatives to play leadership

roles. Other sites used study tours and community

forums to draw in more grassroots and community

members to help set goals and make planning decisions.

Mountain Empire Community College, for example,

formed a small core planning and implementation

team, but over time realized their work would be futile

unless they could raise awareness among a broad

spectrum of citizens about the economic problems and

choices facing the region. They convened an "economic

summit" to showcase success stories from other com-

munities that had overcome economic decline and to

enlist more citizens in active planning for community

revitalization. The college also sent over 60 citizens to

Tupelo, MS, to learn how that community had gone

from being one of the poorest in its state to one of the

most prosperous. Several journalists used their newspa-

per columns to raise community awareness of lessons

learned on the study tour, and many citizens found

ways to incorporate lessons in their own work.

Other RCCI sites created formal leadership develop-

ment programs to expand the community's leadership

base or counteract an entrenched leadership elite that

was upholding the status quo. RCCI leadership

programs (such as Meridian's Leadership Lauderdale

described above) focused on identifying potential lead-

ers who reflected the community's diversity, informing

them about issues important to the community, build-

ing relationships among the new leaders, and providing

them with the skills necessary to pursue community-

change work.

Collaborating takes time and effort, but the return on investment is worth it.

RCCI created diverse college/community teams because

the very nature of community development calls for

broad community involvement.

Collaboration among community

organizations, public agencies, and

the private sector is essential to

overcome the issues that are

responsible for economic distress.

In communities with limited history

of collaboration, or where RCCI

team members had little experience

working outside a narrow network,

it took longer to lay the ground-

work for development activities.

For example, during its first three

years, the RCCI team at Coahoma

MISTAKES
to avoid...

If your goal is community renew-

al, don't create a leadership team

that represents only one institu-

tion, and don't have just one

person driving the work. Those

routes will never yield broad-

enough involvement to achieve

community-wide renewal.

Lessons from the

Community College in Clarksdale, MS, was comprised

only of college representatives. With limited experience

working collaboratively across department lines,

Coahoma's faculty and staff needed time to strengthen

college operations and hone partnering skills within

their institution before attempting to work with the

larger community on college and community

improvement.

As with personal relationships, building a trusting

relationship among organizations takes time and

effort. Ironically, the organizations that would benefit

most from new partnerships often have fewest

resources to spare to develop those partnerships.

However, even meager resources, when expended to

identify and develop strategic partnerships, can yield

Rural Community College Initiative
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a significant payoff. Given the time and effort it takes

to develop a collaborative partnership, it is in every

partner's interest that the relationship be long term to

maximize the return on investments. A partner who

does not benefit from the collaboration has little reason

to participate over the long term.

In RCCI, collaboration with other institutions and
organizations brought additional resources to the table.

Often it extended the college's reach into the commu-

nity, including outreach to underserved populations.

Over time, RCCI's collaborative nature nurtured civic

networks and increased overall civic capacity.

16 Revitalizing Rural Communities
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GETTING TO INNOVATION

Overcoming entrenched problems in a community requires developing a

culture of innovation. Old responses and behaviors will keep a community

stuck with old problems. To move beyond the comfort zone of familiar ideas,

a community must involve new people in civic affairs and adopt a process to

stimulate new ideas.

But "thinking outside the box" is easier said than done. People often need help

generating new ideas. They may need to gain new knowledge; they must be

willing to take risks and persevere, and they need support when things don't

work out. They must critically examine things that appear to be working in

the community, along with the things that clearly are not working.

Communities that adopt a "learning" attitude are able to weather
the ups and downs of a community-change effort better.

Community development efforts take a long time to

show results. As MDC's Building Community by Design

guidebook says, "Change is a verb, not a noun. It
\ cannot be delivered overnight."

MISTAKES
to avoid...

Some people are more oriented

toward process, while others focus on

outcomes. Goal-oriented people may

quit the team if the process takes too

long to produce results. Including a

mix of strategies designed to produce

short-term as well as long-term results

helps motivate everyone on the team.

Relatively quick visible results also help

garner community support for the

longer-term work.

Some teams burn out or give

up before they ever see the

fruits of their labors.

In geographically and intellec-

tually isolated rural communi-

ties, it is especially important

to build in time for learning, to

set the stage for generating new

ideas. Leaders need to be willing

to see their communities

honestly, with fresh eyes. They

may need to learn about devel-

opment theory and practice.

They must keep an open mind

and learn from their own

mistakes to figure out what

went wrong and how to avoid getting the same results

the next time. RCCI provided a conceptual framework
as a new perspective as well as opportunities for learn-

ing through annual convenings, coaching, and peer

learning.

Southeast Community College (KY) is a prime

example they called their team a think tank, and

they made sure learning was a priority. They took

multiple site visit trips to learn about promising pro-

grams firsthand, and they always brought the largest

group of team members possible to learning institutes.

Their resulting programs are far more innovative than

before RCCI. They've taken on nontraditional roles of
developing and spinning off an aquaculture business,

creating a small business financing fund, and conven-

ing a regional business financing alliance.

RCCI teams that sought out and absorbed new knowl-

edge, built their capacity to create new strategies, and

risked trying new strategies were the most successful in
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bringing about change. They were researchers,

innovators, and entrepreneurs, adapting new ideas

from a variety of sources. They used setbacks as an

opportunity to learn, regroup, modify their strategies,

and move forward, increasing their own capacity and

the effectiveness of their efforts.

Change requires taking risks, and taking risks requires support.

For most community leaders, addressing entrenched

problems head-on is a high-risk proposition. Others,

who have worked for years only to achieve incremental

change, may favor more radical or risky strategies.

RCCI gave some colleges the courage and incentive to

step out into the unknown. It encouraged innovation

and risk-taking by providing exposure to new ideas;

flexible money; peer support; expert technical assis-

tance; and permission to experiment, fail, and try again.

Laredo Community College in Texas, for example,

used the challenge and the support provided by RCCI

to reach out to new populations and communities that

were within its designated service area but outside its

tax district. It developed programs for families living

Even if it is good, it can be better.

in impoverished, isolated colonias, a population that

had virtually no prior association with the college.

Ultimately, the college decided to build a new campus

accessible to its outlying rural service area.

By starting the planning process with a critical, data-

based self-assessment, a team often unearths new

opportunities for development that otherwise might

never have been considered. Hard facts can provide a

solid foundation that enables a team to examine radical

or risky ideas instead of dismissing them immediately.

And in some cases, when seen in an objective light and

considered with open minds, community challenges

even become opportunities.

It is important to look at things institutions and com-

munities think they do well and examine them for soft

spots. People don't get excited about reexamining the

familiar "It's old hat" but it can provide oppor-

tunities for significant improvement. For example,

although community colleges are "open door" institu-

tions and enroll many low-income students, most

could be more effective in reaching out to all segments

of their community.

Several elements in RCCI motivated colleges to

rethink how they could improve access to education.

First was the Initiative's conceptual framework, which

emphasized equity, inclusion, and excellence. Those

values, combined with data analysis and rigorous self-

examination through the Moving from Vision to Action

process, called attention to populations that were not

succeeding in college programs or not even enrolling.

Experts and peers at RCCI institutes shared new

approaches to access, while community members on

the team often held their college accountable to its

ambitious community service mission. In the planning

stage of the demonstration, we had community mem-

bers "speak truth" to the college about what it did and
didn't do well. This critical feedback was sometimes

hard for colleges to take in, but it helped the team

learn to "read reality" honestly, and not just assume

that the college was exempt from the need to change.

Once colleges identified their weaknesses, they were

able to improve services for students with academic,

personal, or financial challenges. The RCCI process

18 Revitalizing Rural Communities
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motivated several community colleges that already

served a low-income, first-generation population and

were "doing access well" to reach out to more severely

disadvantaged, underserved people in their communities.

Danville Community College in rural Virginia, for

example, discovered during its RCCI planning process

that despite its excellent track record in enrolling local

R C C 1

high school graduates, there were some low-income

neighborhoods in its service area where the college was

hardly known. With participation from residents in

those neighborhoods, the college created outreach

centers where residents could take some classes, have

access to computers, and get acquainted with the

college as a friendly institution.

Every community-change effort needs an organizing force,
and rural community colleges are a good option.

Before people and institutions can act in concert to

bring about change in their community, they first

must be organized around a common vision and

strategies. In a variety of cultures and circumstances,

RCCI's college/community teams played that role,

providing leadership to organize their communities.

They led community planning efforts, injected

enthusiasm and hope, and introduced new ideas about

community development. Some teams spearheaded the

creation of new institutions to fill organizing gaps in

their communities, including community development

corporations, Indian Chambers of Commerce, and

community foundations.

Strong community organizations and organizing

capacity are scarce in distressed rural areas. In many

places, the community college is the only (or the best)

option to lead a community development effort. Its

permanent status in the community is a strength for

leading a long-term community-change effort. Its

mission, service area, and expertise in adult education

and workforce training make a community college

especially well suited to providing leadership in build-

ing a foundation for economic development. It can

help the community understand its economic develop-

ment opportunities and options and help create a new,

shared vision for the community's future.

Some RCCI colleges first had to strengthen themselves

and realign their vision and mission before they were

ready to lead community-change efforts. Some were

small institutions that struggled from year to year to

meet their budgets and to fulfill their core educational

mission. Nonetheless, the colleges that embraced the

role of community organizer and assembled an effec-

tive college/community team showed the potential of

rural community colleges to provide leadership for a

broad community-change agenda.

Lessons from the Rural Community College Initiative 19
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EPILOGUE

Affirmation of RCCI's accomplishments

A team of education and social science researchers,
coordinated by the American Association of Community
Colleges, evaluated the demonstration phase of the
Initiative. According to this independent assessment, RCCI
sites showed that dedicated teams of local people can:

Significantly improve their communities' civic
environments...

RCCI teams strengthened the will for community
change by convening community conversations on
new topics and mobilizing regional leadership around
a positive vision for the future.

They raised their communities above disenfranchise-
ment, dysfunction, and disentitlement by communicat-
ing and modeling a commitment to equity and

excellence, demonstrating success,

and articulating a new vision for
the future.

They built up their communities'
civic infrastructure and problem-
solving capacity, including human

services, leadership development,

and economic development infra-
structures, which are sparse in
many rural communities.

RCCI is about energizing

distressed rural communities and

the local colleges that serve them.

It is about change and capacity.

Through a structured process of

guided intervention, 24 colleges

and their communities learned

how to change, how to see them-

selves differently, how to build new

partnerships, how to adapt new

ideas to local needs, and how to

implement collaborative college/

community projects.

Executive Summary of RCCI National

Assessment Report, AACC, 2001

Provide new ideas and energy to
spawn community change...

RCCI teams provided their com-
munities with an expanded vision
of educational access and economic
development, new ideas about
roles for community institutions,
and knowledge about strategies for

progress.

They helped develop more-capable leaders and a
broader and deeper pool of homegrown potential
leaders.

Create opportunity itself...

RCCI teams were effective in strengthening the foun-
dation for economic development in their communities
and in implementing economic development strategies.

They assisted in creating opportunities for people to
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stay in their community instead of migrating out by:
supporting and increasing entrepreneurship; nurturing
small business development; providing leadership to
identify and develop new economic opportunities; and
educating and/or retraining dislocated workers.

They increased educational access, reaching and serving
previously underserved populations and better serving
at-risk students.

The RCCI demonstration showed how rural community
colleges can lead successful community-change efforts,
moving their communities and people toward greater
prosperity. The 24 colleges provided much-needed leader-
ship in equipping people for productive, rewarding work
and increasing their communities' capacities to provide
that work. The dedication and hard work of each team
has defined a road to progress that other rural community
colleges and economically distressed communities can
follow.

In 2002, RCCI transitioned into a new four-year phase
aimed at institutionalizing the Initiative and spreading it
to more communities. Two Regional Rural Development
Centers, one at Iowa State University and the other at
Mississippi State University, will provide a permanent
home with public funding streams to ensure the
Initiative's long-term sustainability. They will provide
training and capacity-building activities and will expand
the number of colleges adopting RCCI philosophy and
practices.

The Rural Community College Alliance (RCCA) is
another outgrowth of RCCI's demonstration phase.
RCCI college presidents created the RCCA as a mecha-
nism for sustaining and expanding the RCCI learning
network; it is a nonprofit association, and membership
is open to all rural community and tribal colleges.

For more information about RCCI's current phase,
contact Mary Emery at the Heartland Center
(402-474-7667 or memery@heartlandcenter.info) or
Alan Barefield at Southern Rural Development Center
(662-325-3207 or alanb@srdc.msstate.edu).

More information about the Rural Community College
Alliance is available at www.ruralcommunitycolleges.org.

Revitalizing Rural Communities
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RESOURCES

Resources Available from the RCCI

(The RCCI web site, http: / /www.mdcinc.org /rcci, includes

many resources developed during the demonstration
program. Some of these publications are available for
download from the web site.)

Strategies for Rural Development and Increased
Access to Education: A Toolkit for Rural Community
Colleges. This package, which includes 11 videos, three
guidebooks, and a notebook of resources, serves as a
toolkit for rural communities and community colleges.
Step-by-step strategic planning and team-building
processes for developing the regional economy and
increasing access to education are provided along with
profiles of effective practices from many rural communi-
ties. Video titles are: RCCI Philosophy Community

Colleges as Catalysts for Rural Development, Moving from

Vision to Action, Building Effective Teams, Developing the

Regional Economy, Supporting Small Business and

Entrepreneurship, Developing the Workforce, Developing

Telecommunications and Distance Learning, Improving

Access to Education, and Harnessing the Power of Local

Culture. A detailed description of the toolkit is available
online, as is the toolkit introduction, which contains an
in-depth description of the RCCI, the toolkit, and
suggestions for use; see www.mdcinc.org /rcci. A printed
prospectus is available by mail free of charge. 1998.

RCCI: Planting the Seeds of Change. This package
includes two videos and companion guidebooks. The first
set, Planting the Seeds of Change, describes the central

principles of the RCCI and the resulting collaborative
process and change efforts at Meridian Community
College (MS) and Sitting Bull College (ND). Viewers
watch how change happened over time in these two very
different RCCI communities. Those considering under-
taking a community development initiative will gain an
understanding of the complex nature of this work and
the personal commitment in entails. The second set,
Leadership for Change, emphasizes the multiple levels of
competencies community leaders need to undertake
effective community-change efforts. It also explores the
methods and strategies of the RCCI as a structure for
addressing those multiple-level needs. December 2002.
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Community Colleges and Rural Development:
Strategies for Flinders. This package informs foundations
and public agencies concerned with rural development
about lessons from the RCCI experience. The paper
highlights the potential for rural colleges to serve as
catalysts for community renewal and offers insights about
designing and managing effective rural development ini-
tiatives. The accompanying video features interviews with

rural development experts speaking about community
colleges as catalysts for change. October 2002.

Expanding Economic and Educational Opportunity
in Distressed Rural Areas: A Conceptual Framework
for the Rural Community College Initiative. This
paper describes the vision and core concepts of the RCCI.
MDC has revised the conceptual framework three times
since 1995, each time incorporating new concepts and
ideas learned from research and from the RCCI experi-
ence. The final edition reflects seven years of experimen-
tation and learning. 2001.

Toward Rural Prosperity: A State Policy Framework
in Support of Rural Community Colleges. This paper
offers a framework to help community college advocates
assess the alignment of state policies with the RCCI phi-
losophy and mission. It discusses models for state support
of community and economic development, educational
access, workforce development, and technology; and it
assesses how alternative funding and governance systems
affect rural community colleges' capacity to serve their
communities. The paper was written for the RCCI by J.
Parker Chesson, Jr., and Sarah Rubin. November 2002.

Preserving Access with Excellence: Financing for
Rural Community Colleges. This paper analyzes the
effect of community college funding trends on rural
community colleges and their students. It makes the case
for increased state and federal investment to expand the
capacity of these institutions and expand access to educa-
tion for low-income students. This paper was written for
the RCCI by King Alexander, Stephen G. Katsinas, and
Ronald D. Opp. January 2003.
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Title III: A Critically Important Federal Initiative
Supporting Rural Community Colleges. This is a policy
paper written to initiate a dialogue on increasing Title III

Other Resources from MDC

funding in preparation for upcoming reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. It was written for the RCCI by
Stephen G. Katsinas and Ronald D. Opp. 2001.

Building Community by Design. For nearly 15 years,
MDC has been experimenting with the pragmatic side
of overcoming the vast challenges communities face by
helping local leaders and organizations find the levers of
innovation and change. This new guidebook codifies our
approach and experience. Our work can be described as
community-building, leadership development, building
social capital, institutional and community change, or
capacity-building. We draw on all these traditions, and
we share with their proponents a belief that motivated
people in trusting relationships are the lifeblood of
community, whether that community exists at the scale
of a school, a neighborhood, a county, or a state. Our
experience has convinced us that society has many of the
tools we need for constructing vigorous, generative, and
visionary communities of problem-solvers, for building
pools of principled, broad-thinking leaders who can
replenish our increasingly burdened stocks of social capital.

This guidebook is organized around those approaches,
and with each, we share the methods that have worked
for us and for our partner organizations. With more than
350 pages of tools, references, and examples, the guide-

book is a rich resource for community-change practitioners
and leaders. September 2002.
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The Building Blocks of Community Development.
MDC has drawn upon its 36 years of development work
in Southern communities to create a new resource to
assist state and local leaders in improving the standard
of living for all Southerners. The Building Blocks of
Community Development provides a comprehensive new

paradigm for understanding economic development, the
sustainability of which is dependent on comprehensive
community development. This paper, developed by a
team with more than 76 collective years of development
experience, lays out a framework of related issues that
together form the six, interrelated building blocks to
economic prosperity and community well-being. MDC's
history as one of the South's leading development non-
profits with experience in economic and demographic
research, direct community assistance, and public policy
development makes us uniquely qualified in the
community development arena. May 2002.

For more information about any of these resources,
please see the MDC web site at http://www.mdcinc.org
or contact MDC Inc., P.O. Box 17268, Chapel Hill, NC
27516-7268; (919) 968-4531or e-mail
lmckinnie @mdcinc.org.
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